The advantage of the three dimensional computed tomographic (3 D-CT) for ensuring accurate bone incision in sagittal split ramus osteotomy
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ABSTRACT

Functional and aesthetic dysgnathia surgery requires accurate pre-surgical planning, including the surgical technique to be used related with the difference of anatomical structures amongst individuals. Programs that simulate the surgery become increasingly important. This can be mediated by using a surgical model, conventional x-rays as panoramic, cephalometric projections and another sophisticated method such as a three dimensional computed tomography (3 D-CT). A patient who had undergone double jaw surgeries with difficult anatomical landmarks was presented. In this case the mandible foramens were seen highly relatively related to the sigmoid notches. Therefore, ensuring the bone incisions in sagittal split was presumed to be difficult. A 3D-CT was made and considered to be very helpful in supporting the pre-operative diagnostic.
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INTRODUCTION

Various types of surgical techniques for correction of mandible progeny have been published. Since the introduction of the sagittal split ramus osteotomy (SSRO) of the mandible by Trauner and Obwegeser in 1957, Dal Pont in the year 1961, and Obwegeser 1964, the surgical combination technique of Obwegeser-Dal Pont has become the most popular method and is commonly used (Figure 1). This surgical technique has a very important step of a horizontal bone incision in the ascending ramus, specifically in the area located between the sigmoid notch and mandible foramen, therefore identification of this location is very important. Adequate space in that area should be available to ensure this procedure, in order to predict the amount of bone. An accurate imaging technique might be required to give a detailed form of the mandible including the position of the mandible forams in relation to the sigmoid notches. A poor radiography result, such as shift of the x-ray apparatus tube, low sharpness or poor contrast may influence in the prediction during the surgical plan.

Figure 1. Technique for mandibular sagittal split osteotomy by Obwegeser-Dal Pont: A). This procedure requires precession in all aspects. The medial bony incision is made from anterior border to posterior border halfway through the mediolateral thickness of vertical ramus located between the sigmoid notch and mandible foramen; B). The ramus split with osteotomy; C) The split ramus is separated so that the inferior alveolar neurovascular bundle may be desected from proximal fragment.
In the majority of cases a panoramic radiograph is usually sufficient. In some cases, where a more precise location of the mandible foramen needs to be clearly identified, the aid of more sophisticated radiography technique may be required, such as computed tomography (CT).

Three-dimensional (3-D) studies in medicine began in the early 1970s presented by Ferencz and Graco. A computed tomography (CT) and 3-D reconstruction virtual reality surgical planning has been used in orthognathic surgery for various purposes, e.g., 3-D assisted simulation combining facial skeleton with facial morphology. 3-D graphic demonstration of facial soft tissue changes in mandible progeny patients after a mandible sagittal split ramus osteotomy. A 3-D visualization may provide a surgeon with reality recognizable of shape of bone for precise surgical planning and simulation.

CASE

A problem arose in a case of a 20-year-old female presented with dento-facial deformation and for surgical correction. Her primary concerns included an unaesthetic face due to mandible progeny as well as pain in her TMJ-joint. Clinical and cephalometric evaluations by an orthodontist concluded a case of Class III malocclusion and a maxillary hypoplasia.

A routine surgical procedure was planned and a panoramic radiography was used guiding the surgical judgment. The mandible evaluation of the medial ascending ramus showed unavailable spaces between both sigmoid notches and the mandible foramen (Figure 2a). The spaces available in the area between foramen and sigmoid notches are necessary, as the bone incision for performing a bilateral-SSRO (BSSRO) are took place in these areas.

Surgical treatment included a Le Fort I osteotomy as proposed by some authors was done. A BSSRO of the mandible using a combination technique of Obwegeser-Dal Pont were performed after a secure location for the first horizontal bone incision was found by a 3-D CT guidance. Difficulties were also present during the surgery in located of the area between sigmoid notch and mandible foramen in both sites due to the narrow spaces available in that areas. The surgery was done with no complication as it was guided by the 3D-CT.

DISCUSSION

In BSSRO cases, a panoramic radiograph is usually used for assisting the surgical procedure. More detailed anatomical landmarks sometimes require to be displayed at a high resolution of radiograph as this allowing a better understanding of the anatomical landmarks. In this case, a conventional radiograph was not adequate and sufficient for pre-surgical planning guidance. A poor position of the head or the shifting of the x-ray tube apparatus during taken the panoramic photograph may result in the mandible foramen being seen very high on the ascending ramus.

In this case, the mandible foramen was predicted to be high in relation to the sigmoid notches, therefore a 3-D CT was made. Through this medium the mandible bone surfaces and structures can be displayed clearly.

Figure 2a. Panoramic radiograph show narrow spaces between the sigmoid notch and mandible foramen in both sites.

Figure 2b. The result of 3D-CT presented available spaces for bony incision line between sigmoid notches and mandible foramen in both sites.
Precise diagnosis and treatment planning of patients who need orthognatic surgery is necessary. Careful consideration of the anatomical landmarks should be noted as to the possibility of a different anatomical structure amongst different individuals.

Panoramic radiographs analysis integrated with a 3D-CT reconstruction proved have an advantage to quantify the amount of space between the mandible foramen and the sigmoid notches. This procedure had tremendous potential for aiding in planning the surgical procedure more accurately, and thus the risk of alveolar nerve injury was reduced.

In conclusion, in certain cases of patients who need for undergo BSSRO a standard projection of radiography might not enough in supporting the surgical planning, and more sophisticated radiography technique might be needed.
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